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ABSTRACT
Peer-to-peer technologies have emerged as a powerful and scalable communication model for large scale content sharing. However, they are not yet provided with optimized heterogeneous aggregated content management functionality
since they lack rich semantic specifications. To overcome these shortcomings, we elaborated a reference model of P2P
architecture for a dynamic aggregation, sharing and retrieval of heterogeneous multimedia contents (simple or aggregated). This architecture was mainly developed under the CAM4Home European research project and is fully based on
the CAM4Home semantic metadata model. This semantic model relies on RDF (Resource Description Framework) and
is rich (but simple enough), extensible and dedicated for the description of any kind of multimedia content. In this paper,
we detail and evaluate an original semantic-based community network architecture for heterogeneous multimedia content sharing and retrieval. Within the presented architecture, multimedia contents are managed according to their associated CAM4Home semantic metadata through a structured P2P topology. This topology relies on a semantically enhanced DHT (Distributed Hash Table) and is also provided with an additional indexing system for offering semantic
storage and search facilities and overcoming the problem of exact match keywords in DHTs.
Keywords: P2P; DHT; RDF; Semantics; Metadata; Semantic Indexing and Search; Multimedia Content Sharing;
Community Networking

1. Introduction
Peer to peer (P2P) systems provide scalable distributed
mechanisms for data sharing and retrieval. There are two
kinds of P2P topologies: unstructured and structured overlays [1,2].
Unstructured overlays, e.g. Gnutella [4], organize peers
in a random graph and use flooding to propagate peer’s
queries. As both data and index items remain locally at
peer level, each query is only evaluated against the local
index. Unstructured networks are therefore not suitable
for reducing lookup costs (the number of involved peers)
by exploiting data correlations between data items shared
in a P2P system. Moreover, flooding usually causes communication redundancy and network congestion. In addition, there is no central coordinator which has knowledge
of all the shared data. Data is therefore not reorganized in
the network and no global structure is maintained [2-7].
So, it’s hard to provide semantic queries in an unstructured network.
Structured overlays, like kademlia [8], carry out a globally consistent protocol to determine where the distributed resources should be stored by the provider and
cope with scalability and locality issues [1,2,8,9]. Those
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.

protocols rely on hashed identifiers to manipulate shared
documents in an effective way. If structured overlays were
developed to improve performances of data delivery,
they are unfortunately more expensive to maintain (e.g.
in terms of time and query number) and are not supporting efficient complex queries [2,3,10-12].
Another kind of P2P protocol is hybrid overlays where
some functionality are still centralized, thus attempting to
combine the flexibility of unstructured protocols with the
lookup performance guarantees of structured ones [2,1315].
There is unfortunately not yet a fully semantic-oriented
P2P community network for wide area multimedia content sharing, even if some research woks have already
been conducted in the P2P overlay world [16-20]. The
only existing generic semantic metadata model for describing multimedia contents comes from the CAM4Home
project [21,22]. However, this model was never combined
with existing P2P systems for improving large scale multimedia content sharing and retrieval. Consequently peers,
in existing systems, do not have a global knowledge
about shared multimedia contents similarities and relationships.
CN
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Furthermore, peer’s local knowledge about shared contents can actually be expressed in various formats such as,
for example: Web pages (unstructured), text documents
(unstructured), XML (semi-structured), RDF and OWL
(structured), etc. This obviously depends upon the providers that generally handle the content in a proprietary
way, which introduces heterogeneity. Therefore, in the
context of efficient content aggregation and sharing collective knowledge composition, data knowledge must be
expressed in a machine manageable/inferable format (e.g.
RDF or OWL) and also in a generic and extensible way
for heterogeneity management purposes. Otherwise, all
the data that are not expressed in this generic format will
have to be processed and converted in that generic format
(metadata extraction). Let us note that metadata about
data are mainly expressed in RDF format which is a
W3C standard [22].
In our work, we focus on the interactive sharing and
delivery of multimedia content in P2P community networks (a group). We investigate structured P2P networks
using uniform hashing, often called Distributed Hash
Tables (DHT). To address the flexibility and efficiency
shortcomings, we combine their P2P mechanisms with
semantic systems. We aim at proposing an enhanced semantic-based P2P architecture relying on generic structured descriptions for content heterogeneity management.
The retained descriptions are logically the RDF-based
CAM4Home semantic Metadata since they have been
specified for describing any kind of multimedia contents
(simple and aggregated) in a generic way [22].
To interconnect users in our P2P community, we rely
on the commonly used structured P2P system called Pastry [23]. A Pastry system is a self-organizing overlay
network of nodes which performs application-level routing
and object location in a potentially very large overlay
network of nodes connected via the Internet. It is a fully
decentralized, fault-resilient, reliable and scalable building block currently used for in particular the design of
large scale P2P file sharing and group communication
systems [24,25]. On top of Pastry, we carry out a scalable
application-level multicast overlay infrastructure called
Scribe [25]. Scribe is a topic-based publish/subscribe (event
based) system where any peer can create a topic and the
other peers can then subscribe to the topic (i.e. register
their interest in the topic). Any Scribe peer can therefore
publish events and Scribe efficiently disseminates these
events (application level multi-point delivery) to all the
topic’s subscribers [25].
On top of the two aforementioned systems (Pastry and
Scribe), we finally introduce a new layer that carries out
the following mechanisms for enhancing the DHT semantic functionalities: an original metadata indexing algorithm and an original metadata semantic searching mechanism (handling incomplete information searching). This
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.
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layer not only extends the DHT with semantic search but
also allows the overcoming of the problem of exact match
keywords.
The paper is organized as follow. Section 2 will describe the proposed community network architecture. Then,
Section 0 will detail the original semantic indexing and
search algorithms added to this community. Section 4
will summarize the implementation of the proposed P2P
community network. This community networks was integrated within the CAM4Home ITEA2 project pan-European test-bed. Finally, Section 0 will present some evaluation results of the proposed P2P community.

2. Overview of the P2P Community Network
Architecture
2.1. General Architecture
The proposed P2P community network has been design
as a subsystem of the CAM4Home network architecture
([21]) that relies on peer-to-peer networking technology.
The subsystem consists of connected digital home environments, being comprised of user terminals (such as mobile phones, communicating terminals, tablets and PCs)
and dedicated community network servers. The purpose
of the proposed community network is to provide a service enabler for aggregated multimedia content management to distribute and retrieve content in a peer-to-peer
network. This community network provides the community and user management with additional features such
as eventing, social grouping and communication between
the users. These functions or basic services are referred
to as the P2P community network functions.
The proposed community network has two main
components: the “Community Network P2P Modules and
Functions” and the “Community Network Server”. The
Community Network P2P modules offer a set of functionalities to create peer groups for sharing and retrieving
data in P2P overlays. The Community Network Server,
also called Community Gateway, can be viewed as an
extended “Community Network P2P Module” that allows
non P2P clients and end users to access P2P community
network functions. This Community Gateway is provided
with a GUI and extended with a Community Network
Service (CNS) module. The CNS module is designed in a
SOA compliant way and provides non Community Network enabled components and processes with a basic set
of interacting and interfacing functions with Community
Networks. The CNS also implements eventing and provides publish/subscribe functionalities for handling the
dynamics of shared multimedia content within communities.
Figure 1 summarizes the high level architecture of the
Community Network. The “Community Network P2P
Modules and Functions” depicted in this figure is comCN
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posed of networking and application level routing functions relying on DHTs and on publish/subscribe paradigms. It implements functions for initiating and integrating a peer in a P2P community, as well as for publishing, distributing and sharing contents within a community. Pastry and Scribe have been selected to provide
content and metadata storage and retrieval [24,26]. Pastry
DHT, named PAST, is used as the Community Network
DHT. Scribe is used, on top of Pastry, to build the groups
forming the P2P communities.
The community Gateway depicted in Figure 1 provides a generic community interaction and management
interface, as well as content sharing and delivery to/from
the P2P communities. Its main building blocks are the
following:
• Community Network (CN) P2P Modules and Functions.
• Community Network Service.
• Community Gateway GUI: user-friendly graphical interface for end users of P2P communities, i.e. the
community members.
• Search Aggregation Client: client of the Search Aggregation service that is designed and implemented,
as a Web Service, for allowing the search of multimedia content over the Internet through a natural language and keyword-based query system. The search
result is a description of a content that matches the
search attributes, given in the CAM4Home Metadata
model description format [22]. The Search Aggregation Client is also introduced for populating Community Networks with external content. For example,
when a search operation performed by a community
member fails, the Search Aggregation service could
be automatically invoked and any external content retrieved can be stored in the community and provided to
members.
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• “Metadata Management Client”: introduced for allowing the Community Network Server to validate Content Metadata descriptions that are published in our
Community Networks. These Content descriptions need
to be validated prior to their publication within communities in order to verify their conformance to the
CAM4home Metadata model.

2.2. P2P Content sharing and Delivery
Architecture
2.2.1. Context and Related Work
There are several previous works on P2P architectures
and RDF data indexing and retrieval [26], some of them
are presented below:
• Felber et al [27] have proposed an architecture to
access a file f using less specific queries. Every file f
is described by an XML document and characterized
by a most specific query q. The file f is stored in the
node responsible for the key k = h(q) where h() is the
hashing function. The users can access the file by generating queries close to q. Unfortunately this approach limits the search to a small number of appropriate queries.
• Shen et al. [28] have adopted a super-node based P2P
architecture and developed the “Building Hierarchical
Summaries” algorithm for representing the semantic
of a file by document’s summaries called Ddoc. All
Ddoc are held in a global group and peer index so that
the query is efficiently transmitted to the most relevant peer. Unfortunately, this idea is only suitable to
Super peer architecture.
• Zhu et al. [29] have proposed an approach to conduct
efficient semantic search on DHT overlays. Their basic idea was to place indexes of semantically close
files into the same peer nodes with high probability

Figure 1. Community Network high level architecture.
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.
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by adding major components on top of a DHT: extractor registry and semantic indexing and locating
utility. Each file is identified by a semantic identifier
“semID”. However, this approach produces identical
semID for similar files and queries.
• Liarou et al [30] rely on evaluating conjunctive Triple
Pattern Queries over Large Structured Overlay Networks. They proposed the Query Chain algorithm (QC).
QC main characteristic is that the query is evaluated
by a chain of nodes. Intermediate results flow through
the nodes of this chain and finally the last node in the
chain delivers the result back to the node that submitted the query.
The distributed architecture that we have proposed and
implemented within CAM4Home project (described in 0)
aims at overcoming the weaknesses of the aforementioned approaches.
2.2.2. Proposed Architecture
We propose a distributed architecture based on semantic
metadata for indexing multimedia contents. Our architecture relies on structured P2P networks and allows semantic queries on metadata. The structured P2P networks,
usually referred as Distributed Hash Tables (DHTs), offers a lookup service similar to a hash table by providing
a mapping between a pair (key, value). The goal of the
proposed approach is to provide a fully distributed system that exploits the scalability and efficiency of DHTs
in order to index and retrieve multimedia contents through
their semantic metadata. It is worth mentioning that this
scheme does not aim to build a distributed metadata repository but to index the metadata by the RDF triples that
are distributed in the DHT-based storage for querying or
searching. In terms of implementation, we use a struc-
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tured P2P system based on Pastry [23]. Pastry provides
self-organization, scalability and fault-tolerance. On top
of Pastry we carry out an application-level multicast infrastructure relying on Scribe [25]. Scribe is a topic-based
publish/subscribe system. Any Scribe peer can create a
topic and other peers can subscribe to this new topic (i.e.
register their interest in the topic). Any Scribe peer can
publish events. These events are disseminated to all the
topic’s subscribers using Scribe dedicated functionalities.
Scribe uses the DHT of Pastry to manage topic creation
and subscription. For each topic, Scribe builds a multicast tree over Pastry to disseminate the events published
in the topic. Each peer can act as an event publisher, a
root of a multicast tree, a subscriber to a topic, a peer
within a multicast tree, or any combination of these roles
[25]. This is summarized in Figure 2. The Pastry DHT,
named PAST, is used to distribute and share the multimedia content among the peers of the communities.

3. Metadata Indexing and Searching Within
the P2P Community Network
Architecture
In this paper, we propose two approaches for indexing
and retrieve RDF metadata in a DHT. They are described
below.

3.1. Metadata Indexing and Searching: First
Approach
3.1.1. Metadata Indexing
In our first approach, we have chosen to index metadata
using configuration file. In this file, we precise the relevant attributes that the system will use as keywords to
hash in the DHT. For each RDF metadata file, we:

Figure 2. Scribe/pastry architecture overview.
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.
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• parse the file,
• pick out the keywords to use in the DHT storage, according to the configuration file,
• store the relevant information about the owner peer
and the metadata file so it can be accessed from any
other peer in the overlay network.
This indexing algorithm is mapped in Table 1.
Let f(a, n) be the cost of running the algorithm, where
a is the number of attributes in the configuration file, and
n is the number of nodes in the DHT.
We have:
a

f(a, n) =

∑ (1 + log(n))

k =0

f(a, n) = a + a.log(n)
f(a, n) = a.(1 + log(n))
f(a, n) = O(a.log(n))
Therefore, the Execution Time of our first algorithm is
in O(a.log(n)).
3.1.2. Semantic Searching
Since a description file is stored according to the hash
values of some keywords, the user is able to retrieve data
by querying the desired ones. Search operation uses the
DHT network to lookup metadata and to access to related
data.
In order to search content and retrieve its RDF file
metadata, the system:
• Searches metadata available in DHT that is related to
user’s selected keywords,
• Finds the physical location of the metadata,
• Retrieves the physical location of the Metadata and
the data (image, video, text),
• And finally displays it on the remote Community Network Client Interface.
These operations are depicted in Figure 3 which
summarizes all the search mechanism steps. They are the
following:
• Condition: Peer A publishes his content (a link to a
CAM Element). This content will be routed to the responsible peer whose Id is closest to the file’s identifier (Peer B).
• Another peer (Peer C) performs a search operation,
Table 1. Algorithm of Indexing Metadata using configuration files.
Precondition:

Peer disposing of configuration files

1.

for all attributes in the configuration file

2.

{

3.

id = hash(O);

4.

put(id, Information);

5.

}

Copyright © 2013 SciRes.

Figure 3. Steps of Search Metadata (first scenario).

• The peer responsible for the file Id (Peer B) returns
the Metadata file URL,
• Peer C access to the Metadata file stored in Peer A
using the file Id delivered by Peer B.,
• The Metadata file contains all the information related
to a specific resource. So, Peer C can extract
The physical location from the Metadata file. The data
is now reachable by Peer C.
In a traditional DHT, peers reference the multimedia
content by its name. So, only users knowing exactly what
they are looking for are likely to access it. In that context,
our first investigation was to index the multimedia content according to some relevant attributes of the RDF
metadata file. By the way, users are more likely to discover the RDF metadata description of the multimedia
content which becomes easily reachable. However, the
remote access to the metadata files increases the response
time within the community Network. For this reason, we
propose a second approach which consists of storing the
whole RDF description in the DHT. In this way, we not
only enhance the response time, but also the semantic
aspects. In fact, since the entire RDF description file is
stored in the DHT, the user can retrieve it from any of its
attributes. The following section will present in detail this
second approach.

3.2. Metadata Indexing and Searching: Second
Scenario
3.2.1. Metadata Indexing and DHT Storage
The proposed metadata indexing scheme is composed of
two steps. The first step carries out an RDF triple-based
iterative indexing algorithm for multimedia addressing
and discovery, thus providing a mapping for multimedia
metadata spread among the distributed peers. This step is
characterized by a hierarchical scheme in which the metadata are organized through RDF triple. The second step
carries out an RDF triple-based storing scheme for meCN
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tadata querying and searching.
An RDF document can be decomposed into a hierarchy set of atomic RDF statements. However, there is a
discrepancy between metadata representation and storage
model in a DHT-based infrastructure. The metadata is
serialized as a hierarchical structured RDF/XML, while
the data storage is codified in a flat pair of (key, value).
To fill up this gap, we have proposed a RDF triple-based
hierarchical indexing scheme. By using hierarchical triples,
the CAM metadata can then be addressed iteratively and
recursively. Let us take a CAM Object as an example.
This object is decomposed into the triple tree T00; T10;
T11; T12; T13; T14; T20; T30, as shown in Figure 4.
In order to index metadata, we iteratively put into the
DHT overlay a set of (key, value) pair in the form (idmn,
idij). Here, idij is generated by hashing the triple Tij, while
idmn is done by hashing each descendant of Tij. The me-
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tadata is identified by idCAM, calculated by the hash function on the metadata itself. The entity idCAM is associated
with T00 by (id00, idCAM). In order to support efficient
queries on distributed RDF triples, we exploit an overlay
structure to build a distributed index for these triples.
Given the generic RDF triple Tij with the form Tij = (Sij,
Pij, Oij), it is registered into DHT three times by hashing
Sij, Pij and Oij respectively. In that way, triple Tij can be
queried through Sij, Pij or Oij. Since the value of attribute
“subject” and “predicate” must be a URI which is a string,
the hashing function of DHT is directly used to map the
values of subject and predicate to the m-bit identifier
space. For “object”, its type can be URI and literal. In
case of a String type, the same hashing function is applied, while the locality preserving hashing used in [31]
is applied to numeric types. The whole indexing algorithm is detailed in Table 2.

CAM Object
Metadata

T00
(C4H#O;4a07;0, rdf:type,
core:DocumentElementMetadata)

T10

T11

T12

T13

T14

(C4H#O;4a07;0,
core:camElementID,
"4a07"^^xsd:string)

(C4H#O;4a07;0,
core:creationDateTime, "2009-0629T09:16:28Z"^^xsd:datetime)

(C4H#O;4a07;0,
core:isMetadataOf,
genid:A23214)

(C4H#O;4a07;0, core:title, "TIME
Special Commemorative Edition
Michael Jackson"^^xsd:string )

(C4H#O;4a07;0, core:description,
"TIME ... on Monday, June
29."^^xsd:string )

T20
(genid:A23214,
core:DocumentElement,
genid:A23215)

T30
(genid:A23215,
core:essenceFileIdentifier,
"ed2k://..."^^xsd:anyURI )

Figure 4. RDF triple-based tree Structure of CAM object.
Table 2. Algorithm of Indexing metadata by RDF Triples.

Precondition: RDF Metadata file has been decomposed into the triple tree like in Figure 1.
1: for all triples in the tree
2: {
3:
idij = hash(Tij);
4: do
5:
put(idmn, idij);
6:
while Tij has a descendant triple Tmn
7: }
8: idCAM = hash(CAM); /* Hash the metadata itself */
9: put(id00, idCAM);
10: put( idCAM, CAM);
11: for all triples in the tree /* Deposit triples by Subject, Predicate and Object */
12: {
13: idij(S) = hash(S); put(idij(S), Tij);
14: idij(P) = hash(P); put(idij(P), Tij);
15: idij(O) = hash(O); put(idij(O), Tij);
16: }
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.
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The decomposition of metadata into triples is very fast.
In fact, the execution time of this algorithm is logarithmic. Let f(n) be this execution time, where n is the number of nodes in the DHT.
Let m be the number of triples in the RDF file.
We have:
f(n) = m.log(n) + log(n) + log(n) + 3.m.log(n)
f(n) = log(n).(m + 1 + 1 + 3.m) = 4.m.log(n)
Since m << n, we have finally the following execution
time:
f(n) = O(log(n))
3.2.2. Semantic Searching
Metadata search consists in locating CAM Element given
one or more of their attributes, while metadata query corresponds to the extraction of some required information
from metadata. We have focused on an approach that extends P2P community system with searching capabilities
by exploiting both the triple-based indexing algorithm and
the knowledge-based RDF query languages. Based on semantic query languages like SPARQL and the triplebased indexing scheme, searching multimedia in the proposed system can be easily achieved as follows: since
RDF triples are distributed on P2P DHT overlay, we resolve RDF queries by the way as presented in [32]. As
querying results, RDF triples are formed to retrieve CAM
Bundle (or CAM Object) on which they have been indexed. Table 1 presents the pseudo-codes of metadata
searching algorithm.
Let f(n, m, r) be the complexity of the a Search algorithm, where n is the number of nodes in the DHT, m is
the number of triples in the RDF tree and r is the number
of results. The complexity of this algorithm is calculated
as follows:
r

m

f(n, m, r) = ∑ (1 + log(n) + ∑ (1 + log(n))

k 1 =l 1
=
r

f(n, m, r) = ∑ (1 + log(n) + m(1 + log(n))
k =1

r

f(n, m, r) = ∑ ((1 + m)(1 + log( n)))
k =1

f(n, m, r) = r.(1 + m)(1 + log(n))
f(n, m, r) = O(r.m.log(n))
If we suppose that r<m then we finally have:
f(n, m, r) = f(n, m) = O(m log(n))
Common RDF query patterns are described in terms of
relationships. For instance, if the users wants to know
everything about a particular resource, it is S-Query in
the form of (S, P?, O?). Together with similar P-Query
and O-Query, they are called atomic queries. Complex
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.
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Table 3. Metadata Searching Algorithm.
Algorithm 2: CAM Bundle or Object Searching Algorithm
Precondition:
a) Metadata are indexed using Algorithm depicted in Table 2;
b) Search metadata with the social tag value “Mark Knopfler”
1: RDF Query
2:
SELECT ?SocialTag WHERE {?SocialTag core:tagValue
“Mark Knopfler”^^xsd:string}
3: for all resulting triples
4: {
5:
key = hash(SocialTag
fler”^^xsd:string);
6: Triple = get(key);
7:

do

8:

{

9:

index = hash(Triple);

10:

Triple = get(index);

core:tagValue

“Mark

Knop-

11: } while Triple has the parent
12: CAM = get(Triple);
13: }

queries can be resolved based on atomic query. For example, PO-Query (S?, P, O) is resolved by P-Query and
O-Query to filter the intersection triples. In the above
algorithms, RDF triples indexed by Subject, Predicate and
Object are stored three times in three peers. Through this
way, the knowledge in semantic metadata can be distributed over DHTs, which makes any query be resolved.
However, it also results in “hot spot” where a specific
peer responsible for a popular index holds too many
triples. What’s more, the routing cost for resolving complex query is multiple to that of atomic query. Thirdly,
we are not aiming to use the RDF triple-based scheme to
distribute metadata but to provide metadata search capabilities based on RDF query. Consequently, information
in the index scheme should contain only the relevant
subset of data in order to create an efficient index structure. Essentially, the searching algorithm presented previously is for querying on leaf triples in O-Query or POQuery, and then recursively for getting the root triple in
order to retrieve the entire metadata. Therefore, we optimize to store the leaf triples without descendant by
hashing O and PO. Figure 5 summarizes the new steps
of the search mechanism.
Condition: Peer A publishes his content (the RDF metadata file of the CAM Element). The content will be
routed to the responsible peer who Id is closest to the
file’s identifier (Peer B).
• Another peer (Peer C) performs a search operation.
• Peer C performs a search operation by Subject S, Predicate P, Object O, (S, P), (P, O), (S, O) or (S, P, O),
• The peer responsible for the file Id (Peer B) returns
the metadata content,
The metadata file contains all information related to a
CN
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tences. However, to do the spelling, we need to verify
if each word is well spelled. So, we create a second
index regrouping the exact match keywords split into
words.

Figure 5. Steps of Search Metadata (second scenario).

specific resource. So, the peer C can extract the physical
location from the metadata file. The data is now reachable by the peer C.

3.3. Incomplete Information Semantic Search
Peer-to-peer Distributed Hash Table (DHT) systems greatly
improve the scalability and exact-match accuracy of P2P
systems. Those systems make it simple to discover specific data when their complete identifiers-or keys-are
known in advance.
In practice, however, users looking up resources don’t
know the exact match identifiers stored in P2P system.
Since our proposed approaches of RDF descriptions indexation and search are based on DHT storage, this DHT
shortcoming is still a problem. Indeed, although the metadata file can be localized based on one of its attributes,
user still need to introduce the correct sentence. The goal
of this approach is to provide a distribute system which
can make a mapping between user’s incomplete information and keywords to resolve the problem of the search
by exact keywords. This approach introduces modifications in the indexation and in the search of data. Those
modifications are presented below.
3.3.1. Indexation
In our proposed indexation approach, we include a mechanism to do the spelling which is based on distributed
indexes build when storing the metadata in the DHT. In
fact we include two additional indexes:
• The first index is indexing the relevant keywords
stored in the DHT. Those keywords correspond to the
object of each triple (S, P, O) in the RDF file description. This index contains the exact match keywords
that a user is able to need for his search.
• The second index is introduced because the exact
match keywords could be single words or whole senCopyright © 2013 SciRes.

3.3.2. Search
When performing a search operation, a user could misspell data or provide only partial information. In that case,
we have included a mechanism to correct and complete
user’s keywords.
Before searching in the DHT, we make sure that we
are using a keyword already stored. In fact, we perform
the following steps:
1) The system corrects the user’ keywords, if they are
misspelled, and finds the corresponding exact match keywords stored in the DHT. In fact, we make sure that the
user have spelled correctly a keyword or a part of keyword stored in the DHT (we will use the first index). The
system returns all the possible words closest to the user’s
proposition.
2) Find the exact match keywords stored in the DHT
(using the second index). Find the whole keyword that
contains a part of user’s proposition.
3) Search in the DHT and find identifiers of the CAMElements stored in the system.
This approach is incorporated in the search operation
to improve the flexibility of our system. We have introduced a spell checking step into the search algorithm
(according to the indexes inserted into the indexation
stage) for finding the exact keyword from partial information, i.e. for finding the RDF metadata description
from incomplete or incorrect information.
As the second approach is semantically richer than the
first one, we will execute the semantic searching using
our SPO Algorithm with additional step to suit the partial
or misspelled words to the correct one as illustrated in
Figure 6.

Figure 6. Steps of Search Metadata (second scenario).
CN
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4. Implementation
The implemented P2P Community Network is depicted
in Figure 7, including the Community Network GUI. The
main components of this architecture are the Community
Network Peer, the Community Network Service and the
Community Network GUI. The community Network Server is a specific Community Network Peer allowing non
P2P-enabled entities to interact with P2P communities
through the Community network architecture. It acts as a
community Gateway and implements additional functionalities for serving non P2P clients. These components
are fully specified in [33] and are therefore only summarized below, mainly in terms of implemented functionalities. All the aforementioned mechanisms of indexing and
searching (see paragraph 3) have been implemented and
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tested in real conditions on the large scale demonstrator
of the CAM4Home project [21]. The P2P Community
Network implementation also relies on AJAX and AJAXPush/Comet framework [34] and ICEfaces Framework
[36].
The Community Network Server, also called P2P Gateway, enables a non-P2P Client to interact with P2P
Community networks for creating or joining communities, publishing and discovering bundles (i.e. aggregated
multimedia content) in the P2P network. The developed
Server takes into account the heterogeneity of multimedia content (audio, video, text) and includes a publish/
subscribe model that notifies users about bundle elements’
changes. The functions provided by the Community Network Peer and the community Network Server are:

Figure 7. Community Network and GUI: overall architecture.
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• Create Node
To Create a Scribe Node, we use the Pastry Create
Node functionality and message. The address and the
port of an existing node (the bootstrap node) have to be
specified as inputs, and the system returns the Node Id of
the new node. This Node Id is automatically generated
by the P2P system. The created node can also be used
afterwards as a bootstrap node.
• Create community
Our architecture offers to users the possibility of creating communities of interests. A P2P user can create a
community with has a significant name called community topic. This would allow other users interested in that
topic to subscribe in the corresponding community and
share data.
To create a community called Community Name, a
P2P node sends a CREATE (Community Name) message
to the Scribe system. The message is received by the
node having the closet ID to Hash (Community Name)
(Hash beeing the hashing function). This node is called
the Rendezvous node of the said community.
• Join Community
When a user is interested in a given community, she/
he can subscribe and join it. The user would be able to
receive the notification messages from community members. A P2P client has to perform a join operation to
subscribe to the chosen community.
For this purpose, scribe node sends a JOIN message to
the Group Id corresponding to the community it wants to
join. Pastry routes this message to the rendezvous point
using the forward method. There are two distinct situations: if the intermediate node is already a forward node,
add this node as a child, if the intermediate node is not a
forward node, create a child table of the group and add
the node.
• Leave Community
When a user is no more interested by a community, he
can leave it and triggers at its Scribe peer a subscription
removal. When a Scribe node wants to perform a subscription removal from a peer group, it records locally
that it left the group. Then, it checks if there are no other
entries in its children table. If so, it sends a LEAVE
message to its parents in its multicast tree. The message
then travels recursively up the multicast tree until it
reaches a node that has no more knowledge, in its routing
table, of the node being removed.
• Search Community
Every user connected to the system can perform a
search operation to discover the communities already
created in the system. The user can join an existing
community or choose to create a new one.
• Publish Metadata
This function allows users to publish and share their
contents within a specific community. When publishing a
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.
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multimedia content within a community, the system will
execute all the aforementioned indexing algorithms for
storing its associated metadata information with different
hash keys within the DHT.
• Search
The search functionality is implemented as already
described in Section 3.3: the search is performed using
semantic queries expressed in XML and is simplified by
the use of the indexation mechanism.
The Community Network Service is the Server-side
application allowing any component or application to
remotely interact with communities through the Community Network Gateway. It is designed in a SOA compliant way and implements Web Service components. For
modularity reason, it is not directly implemented with the
Community Gateway, but interacts with this latter through
an RPC interface and the “P2P Module XML RPC Server”
of the Community Gateway.
The Community Network GUIs, designed as modular
web interfaces using AJAX framework [35], are synchronized in real time with Community Network GWs
through AJAX push events and synchronization tunnels
established between AJAX Push Servers of Community
Network GWs and AJAX-Push Clients of Community
Network GUIs. Let us recall that the synchronization
between Community Network Gateways is carried out
using the eventing mechanisms embedded in the Scribe/
Pastry P2P framework. When the Community Network
GUI is loading, a first web page is displayed to allow the
end user to enter is User Id and access credential. This
step is required for Authentication and Authorization
purposes since only registered and authorized user can
interact with Community Networks. If and only if the
authentication step succeeds, the user will be redirected
to the Community Network GUI main Web page. This
main Web page, depicted in Figure 8, is decomposed in
4 main sub-parts, showing available communities, end
user communities, end user local content, and retrieved
content.
Through the Web interface, an end user can:
• Select an available community from the list of available communities for joining purposes,
• Create a community,
• Leave one of its belonging communities,
• Select one of its available contents and publish it in
one of its communities,
• Search for a content in one or any of the existing
communities. The end user just enters a natural language query in a dedicated field and click on the
Search button. All the retrieved content will be automatically displayed,
• Select content from the “Search Content” sub-part and
click on the Download button. This content is then
downloaded locally in a dedicated directory.
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Figure 8. Community Network GUI Web page.

5. Evaluation
P2P systems are popular to be scalable and fault tolerant.
However, they lack of semantic which make search in
P2P systems (especially DHTs) difficult for users. Our
first method already introduces more semantic than common DHTs. However, this semantic is not so rich. We
have therefore carried out our second method that implements a DHT based on enriched semantic. Only this
second approach will be evaluated in that section.
Our implemented architecture relies on Scribe and Pastry. Those frameworks were already fully evaluated in
[24,37] where the authors have shown their large scale
scalability and efficiency. They will therefore not be reevaluated in this section where we will only validate our
architecture by analyzing the impact of introducing our
semantic storage/search mechanisms on the storage/search
times and on the efficiency of our community network
architecture.
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.

Our community Network architecture is designed to
handle complex multimedia contents which regroup several multimedia objects (video, image, text…) in a single
bundle. Each bundle is described by an RDF documents
identifying all necessary elements to reconstruct a complex multimedia content. By the way, we could find
many photos and videos characterizing the same topic or
event in barely 20 seconds as described in Figure 9. To
evaluate our architecture, we use well established measures to calculate the response time needed to restore multiple bundles from the DHT in the same time. We find
out that our system is accurate enough to restore all bundles related topic based on a single mundane keyword or
less on an incomplete or misspelled keyword.
The search time needed for the system to get results
varies according to the keyword introduced by the users.
To have an accurate result, we calculate the mean value
of search times. For the same result, we calculate the
search time needed by the system to retrieve bundles
CN
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Figure 9. Evaluation of the occurrence of match.

based on different keywords. We have done the following experiments:
• We search all documents published in a specific community. We find out that the research time rises moderately.
• We search one or more documents related to a specific keyword.
• We search one or more documents according to incomplete or misspelled keywords. The research time
is more important because of the size of the index
used.
Moreover, the search time varies according to the
depth of the RDF tree metadata file describing the multimedia bundle. The more the RDF file is deep, the more
the Bundle is rich. Figure 10 illustrates the variation of
search time depending on the tree depth, in other words,
depending on the complexity and richness of the multimedia content.
In this work, we are interested in introducing a semantic search mechanism to DHT. To have a flexible search,
we have added a mechanism to correct misspelled or
incomplete user keywords. We calculated the search time
to extract the same content based on exact match keywords and on incomplete information. The slight extra
time needed to do the search, shown in Figure 11, depends on the index size, which is bigger since users publish lots of contents. Moreover, as soon as the user introduces a wrong word, the correction mechanism will generate several possibilities of exact match keywords. This
will generate in turn different combinations to recover
the RDF metadata file from the RDF triple-based tree.
However, when we choose the exact match keywords
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.

of a single specific content, the research time is constant
whatever the number of metadata content stored in the
DHT is and it increases moderately when the keywords
only belongs to several metadata files as illustrated in
Figure 12. The yellow curve corresponds to the research
times of a single content using the exact match keyword,
whereas the green one corresponds to the research times
of all the contents using the wildcard search attribute.
Moreover, the relevance of the answers is an important
evaluation criterion. Thus, in our implemented architecture, the user could choose the precision of correcting
words he wants (from 0.1 to 0.9 and 1). This precision
influences the accuracy of results but not the response
time. A good tradeoff between search flexibility and response time can be obtained by fixing the precision to 0.7.
The precision of 1 corresponds to an exact match search.
In conclusion, introducing metadata and semantic aspects in the DHT ease the user’s search, since the multimedia content is reachable from any mix of complete/
incomplete information specified in its metadata file.

6. Conclusions
In this paper, we have presented and evaluated an original semantic-based community network architecture for
heterogeneous multimedia content wide area sharing and
retrieval. The use and the storage of CAM4Home semantic Metadata as content descriptions within the P2P Community (distributed in a semantic DHT) ensure that all
members shared a common understanding of content.
We have enhanced the P2P communities with novel
indexing techniques for indexing the data stored in the
peer-to-peer network (indexes are distributed across the
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Figure 10. Search Time evaluation based on the RDF tree depth.

Figure 11. Additional search time for Misspelled keyword correction.

network and contain key-to-key or query-to-query mappings). Besides, the exact match lookup needed for search
in DHT has been overcome by the introduction and use
of two new indexes in the search mechanism. The community Network service design has also moved towards a
more semantic oriented framework based on Subjects/
Predicates/Objects search algorithm.
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.

The proposed mechanisms allow our P2P Community
to provide efficient multimedia content indexing (distributed) and retrieval mechanisms, at peer and Community
Gateways level, thus offering full semantic distributed storage and search functionalities to users. The evaluations
and tests conducted and depicted in this paper show that
those mechanisms can be carried out in a scalable way.
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Figure 12. Constant search time to find an exact match content.
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